
To:  Sean.Gilchrist@edinburgh.gov.uk

6.10.10

Review of Prioritisation for Roads Renewal and Maintenance -
Response from Spokes





Dear Sean

Thank you for your email re. the above consultation.  I am writing with a response from Spokes.

1. Tony Lear, the Performance Manager from Roads Services, attended the recent CEC Cycle Forum at which the consultation was discussed.   We appreciated this opportunity to discuss the topic, and I believe that he took away the ideas raised.  Much of this response confirms those points.

2. We are very pleased that Roads Renewal and Maintenance prioritisation is being reviewed in the light of ATAP.   That is a welcome and concrete indication that ATAP is being taken seriously at a high level within City Development.

3. We understand that this review concerns solely roads renewal and major maintenance, whilst maintenance in the form of white lines, coloured surfacing, urgent potholes, etc are dealt with quite separately through area teams.   Nonetheless we take this opportunity to point out that those are road maintenance issues of equal concern to our members, and their prioritisation processes must equally be addressed in the light of ATAP.   Our understanding is that currently this prioritisation is done entire at local area level, and using solely local area criteria, not wider council policies and priorities.

Yet ATAP promises (as a 'headline action') to "establish regular programmed maintenance of lines and coloured surfacing associated with on-road bus and cycle facilities by April 2011."  The only way we can see this action being achieved successfully is by a top-slicing of that maintenance budget, and adoption of a programme and procedures agreed with the cycling officer.

4. Returning to your review, the report is clear on how it will give higher priorities to pavements and to offroad cycleways, and that is very welcome.  However, the majority of cyclist journeys are - and probably always will be - on the road system.  This should be explicitly recognised in the report, and the report should then discuss how this will be incorporated into the prioritisation.

Clearly shared bus/cycle lanes are important for cyclists, and we welcome their higher prioritisation - and the possibility of using a higher quality road construction here [mentioned by Tony Lear at the Cycle Forum].   However, there are likely to be many other roads with significant existing or potential cycle usage which are not covered by bus lanes, and these need to be included in the prioritisation.   Our suggestions for an administratively relatively simple approach to identifying sections needing prioritisation would be to include...

a. the 'Family Friendly Network' map in ATAP (much of this is offroad, but many important sections are onroad).
b. all sections of road containing cycle lanes (we believe that CEC cycle officer either has or is developing a database of all such roads).
c. other road sections as identified by the Cycle Officer - for example on the basis any counts that may be conducted in the future.

5. The above prioritisation (4a-c, or similar) should be kept under regular review, as the cycle team will be installing new cycle lanes, the family friendly map may be enhanced, and other roads of high cycle use may be identified.

6. It should be recognised that the 1.5m-2m nearest the pavement (or, on some roads, the strip outside the car-parking lane) is particularly important for safe and attractive cycling conditions.  Additionally, it is the road area under greatest stress and vulnerability, due to the combination of wheels of heavy vehicles and the drains etc under the road.   Finally, the area near the pavement is really important for pedestrians, who can get badly splashed if there are potholes.   This area of road therefore needs to be particularly recognised and tackled in the plan.   One option would be to give an additional weighting to defects within say 1.5m of the pavement, whilst another would be to prioritise those areas for the most thorough inspections.

We note in passing that the presence of a cycle lane keeps heavy traffic away from the vulnerable drainage area, and also keeps traffic noise, splashing, etc further away from pedestrians. These are significant additional benefits to the primary purposes of a cycle lane.

7. Clearly when road reconstruction/repair is undertaken, any white lines and coloured surfacing affected should be at once replaced.   This is not always done - perhaps the problem lies only with utilities work? - but the report should make clear that resurfacing done by the council will be automatically finished properly with replacement lines and coloured surfacing.   (On a separate point, far greater attention should be given to ensuring that utilities do the same).

8. Resurfacing/reconstruction may provide opportunities to provide new or upgraded onroad cycle facilities.   The report should include a commitment that the maintenance programme will be passed for checking to the cycle officer, in sufficient time that any such opportunities can be spotted and incorporated.

9. Finally, we point out that the embargo on repairing main road routes (such as, we understand, through Bruntsfield, or Dalry Road) whilst tram works are ongoing (to reduce commuter delays) should now be reconsidered.   Tram works have continued much longer than expected, have no known end in sight, and are currently anyway at a low level.  Meanwhile onroad conditions for cyclists (and others) continue to deterioriate. 

Note that this applies equally or even more so to the renewal of coloured surfacing and white lines, Dalry Road being a prime example - its valuable cycle lanes have now lost much of their colour and in places the white lines too are almost completely lost.

Thanks again for the opportunity to comment on the draft report

Dave du Feu
for Spokes

